
A thrilling intrigue.



Brizo® is a luxury fittings brand for people
who understand that fashion isn’t just about
the clothes they wear—but their entire lifestyle.

We create distinctive designs that don’t just
complete rooms—they inspire spaces.



LEVOIR™

DARING. DISTINGUISHED. DEBONAIR.
A thrilling intrigue.

The Levoir Bath Collection by Brizo® delivers cunning sophistication at every line of 

sight. Its sleek curvatures are deceptively understated, beguiling the senses while 

hinting there is more to be discovered than first meets the eye.





The Brilliance® Luxe Steel™ finish makes its debut with the  
Levoir™ Bath Collection. Its cool tones bring to life the interplay  

of shadow and light upon each faceted surface.

CLOAKED IN 

ELEGANCE





Customize the collection to suit your style—and your space.  
With a wide array of configurations, finishes and handle options,  

the Levoir™ collection adapts masterfully to its surroundings.

TAILORED  

LUXURY





The refined opulence of the Levoir™ collection commands the room.  

Chamfered edges reveal the subtle influences of a 1960s aesthetic,  

while slender proportions and graceful curves pay homage to classic  

British automotive design.

Exclusive to the Levoir collection, 

optional Black Crystal accents 

add an alluring glint to select 

Lever Handles.

STUNNING CONTOURS,  
IRRESISTIBLE
MYSTIQUE



ENDLESS COMFORT
EXQUISITE DESIGN,

The striking form of the Levoir™ collection is rivaled only by its indulgent 

sensory experience. Lavish details, such as the chamfered edges on the 

showerhead and shower arm, combine with luxurious flow patterns to 

transform any space into a personal oasis.



COLLECTION 
BREADTH

The Levoir™ collection offers a full suite to customize 

and outfit the entire bath space—including several 

lavatory and tub filler configurations, custom shower 

trims and components—along with elegantly 

coordinated accessories and hardware.

POLISHED CHROME  
(PC)

BRILLIANCE® POLISHED 
NICKEL (PN)

BRILLIANCE® LUXE 
GOLD™ (GL)

         BRILLIANCE®  
LUXE STEEL™ (SL)

BRILLIANCE® LUXE 
NICKEL® (NK)

AVAILABLE FINISHES

Available Q4 2018

HANDLE ACCENT

NEW

BLACK CRYSTAL
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